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INTRODUCTION 

Non-invasive imaging by optical coherence tomography has revolutionised the management 
of ophthalmic patients, providing higher resolution of anatomical data to almost ‘in vivo 
biopsy’ resolution and the ability for 3D reconstruction.(1) Anterior segment OCT (AS-OCT) 
has been harnessed evaluating corneal disease, the iridocorneal angle in glaucoma, (2) 
iridociliary(3) and conjunctival (4) tumours, the eyelid punctum(5) and the tear film, even in 
prosthetic eyes.(6) 

 

To manufacture an ocular prosthetic following enucleation an alginate impression mould is 
taken of the anophthalmic socket. Herein we report proof of concept that AS-OCT can be 
used to image the anterior orbit, potentially replacing the invasive technique of alginate 
impression moulding.   

 

METHODS 

The CASIA2 AS-OCT (Tomey, Nagoya, Japan) has a fast scanning speed (50,000 A-scans/sec) 
using a Fourier Domain Swept Source, enabling a 16mm window composed of 800 A-scans 
and radial scan of 128 slices to a depth of 13 mm with an axial resolution of 10 um, taking 
2.4 seconds. The eyelids can be retracted and the position of gaze altered to obtain optimal 
sections. An overall three-dimensional view or two-dimensional sectioning in any radial 
plane is possible. The three-dimensional view can be rotated and a useful gonioscopic (or 
tangential) three-dimensional view is also available. A monochrome photograph of the eye 
is simultaneously collected.  

 

RESULTS 

A 70-year-old male with left raised intraocular pressure from iris ring melanoma (maximum 
elevation 1 mm) underwent photography (Figure 1a), anterior segment B-mode ultrasound 
examination and AS-OCT (Figures 1b-d, 2a) diagnostic imaging. Enucleation was performed 
with insertion of a 22 mm vicryl mesh-wrapped hydroxyapatite implant. Histopathology of 
the enucleated eye confirmed ring melanoma.      

 

After informed consent, repeat AS-OCT scans were taken of the anophthalmic socket (Figure 
2) in various directions of gaze, with and without a standard transparent polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) conformer (Figure 2b-h).  The small aperture in the conformer clearly 
visible on the AS-OCT image acted as a landmark in central AS-OCT sections, with a 
monochrome photograph displaying the meridian of the AS-OCT scan.  In the central section 
the effect of the PMMA conformer on overestimation of depth is noted as the underlying 
tissue appears to lie more posteriorly (Figure 2f). This suggests that the system over 
estimates the separation of the tissue and conformer due to the refractive index of PMMA.      
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An oblique nasal two-dimensional section through the standard conformer shows areas of 
touch, representing compression of tissue (Figure 2g) and identify regions of potential 
discomfort in a prosthesis. 

 

The alginate impression mould of the socket was used to make a transparent PMMA 
bespoke conformer with the same base curve properties as the eventual prosthesis. A 
central aperture was used as a landmark (Figure 2h). This conformer was seen to lie 
considerably more proud to the conjunctiva than the standard conformer.  

 

DISCUSSION 

AS-OCT is used routinely in the assessment of anterior segment tumours, but in this report, 
we show that it can also be used to image the anophthalmic socket. This gives an idea of the 
curvature of the covered implant, but images taken with a standard conformer in situ are 
useful in imaging the fit of a possible prosthesis. Using a custom-made conformer, the fit of 
the eventual prosthesis can be judged using the AS-OCT. We believe that AS-OCT will 
eventually replace alginate impression moulding required to manufacture a bespoke 
prosthesis. In this way a time-consuming, invasive and uncomfortable process can be 
replaced with a painless, non-invasive one that takes 2.4 seconds.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1: Pre-enucleation images of the left eye with iris ring melanoma 

(a) Colour photograph showing left eye with iris ring melanoma. 
(b) Three-dimensional gonioscopic view AS-OCT image through 4 o’clock meridian: 

raised lesion at pupillary edge.  
(c) Central normal horizontal two-dimensional AS-OCT image through 3 o’clock. 
(d) Horizontal two-dimensional AS-OCT image showing a reflective lesion (arrow) at 

pupillary edge (adjacent photo shows meridian of AS OCT). 

 

Figure 2: Post-enucleation imaging of the left socket 

(a) Monochrome photograph from AS-OCT pre-enucleation left eye. 
(b) Monochrome photograph from AS-OCT post-enucleation of left socket. 
(c) AS-OCT in a vertical plane through anophthalmic socket shown in (b). 
(d) Tangential “gonioscopic” three-dimensional view of conjunctival surface in 

anophthalmic socket shown in (b). 
(e) Monochrome photograph from AS-OCT showing standard PMMA conformer with 

central circular aperture in situ post enucleation. 
(f) Two-dimensional AS-OCT image showing standard conformer and underlying socket: 

the aperture highlights effect of PMMA on measurement of separation of conformer 
posterior surface to conjunctiva (causes an overestimate in separation). 

(g) Oblique nasal two-dimensional AS-OCT view (see adjacent photo for meridian) 
showing apposition of conformer to conjunctiva, probably represents tissue 
compression. 

(h) Two-dimensional AS-OCT image showing a bespoke conformer with central aperture 
in situ: conformer posterior surface based on alginate impression (multiple reflection 
artefacts noted). 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 


